Deliverance Manual
By Scott and Sandy Boyd

Please feel free to make a copy of this manual and take it with you to deliverance sessions. I use that method myself. In the heat of battle it is very easy to forget important things that can cause someone to battle more than necessary after the session. I try to keep a copy of this with me and use it in every session I can. I use it like a check list to make sure I covered everything. Feel free to copy and use this as long as it is not altered or sold for profit.

Preparing a location for Deliverance

1. Make sure God is leading you to minister to this person. It may not be of God, or it may not be God’s timing yet. Make sure before proceeding. If you have not read A Warfare Manual for Ministers and The Deliverance Ministry by Scott and Sandy Boyd, doing so will be most helpful for you in providing the tools of knowledge you need in the deliverance ministry.

2. Get others to pray and fast: over the individual needing deliverance, those doing the delivering, and the overall deliverance session. One can have a lifestyle of prayer and fasting, but do not fast the day before or day of a deliverance, because you will need your strength. Eat lots of protein those days.

3. Cleanse and seal off location by:
   - Applying the blood
   - Anointing with oil
   - Speak blessings
   - Pray and fast

4. Break off outside interference: wickedness in the heavenlies and the influence of prayers of occultists or outside demons. You will need the location sealed off for deliverance.

5. Preparing the atmosphere:
   - Prayer and fasting- You might do some of these things.....Pray that the Lord go before you, there will be fear in the enemy’s camp, blast the shofar to bring confusion to the enemy, pray to be known by demons so they fear you, angels present to help in deliverance, protection, overall ministry, protection from backlash, and the individual getting delivered to maintain and walk out their deliverance.
   - Speak blessings
   - Playing anointed worship

6. Those performing deliverance preparing themselves:
   - Take communion
   - Put on the armor
   - Anoint with oil
   - Speak Psalm 91 out loud over themselves and their families
   - Speak a blessing over themselves and pray for protection
   - Ask the Lord to keep our hearts pure from any fear, pride, or rebellion and give us the faith, boldness, anointing, and pure heart of love needed. God give us his heart and mind for the individual needing deliverance and see with his eyes, hear with his ears, and understand with his heart.

7. Things to Consider
   - A location for the deliverance that is secluded so cops are not called out or distractions take place.
   - Never have opposite sex alone in deliverance.
   - Make sure everyone wears jeans, undergarments, and strong heavy shirts that cover well to avoid embarrassing moments during a wrestling match- although these will not happen very much if the deliverance workers will not put up with demons manifesting!
   - Keep blankets on hand to cover and keep empty trashcans available for vomiting.
   - Don’t put up with demonic manifestations or talk to demons. Simply take authority, close the doorways the demons got in through confession, and kick them out!
   - Don’t stand directly in front of a person being delivered and get kicked somewhere you don’t want to be.
   - Ask the demonized person to strongly resist any violent actions if possible.
Preparing the Individual to be delivered

1. Prepare the person of what to expect:
   - You must make sure the individual is actually born again and right with God. They may think they are, but make absolutely sure!
   - Make sure they understand they have to live a holy life fully obedient to God’s word.
   - Make sure they understand they will have to give up all power with satan including the link between spirit and soul (the ability to see in the spirit realm on their own free will).
   - They will have to discipline their soul tremendously to maintain deliverance. They must be willing to do that.
   - They must understand the battle after deliverance might still be hard and they must be willing to fight!
   - They must stand in faith they are saved and delivered after they are because demons will try to convince them otherwise.
   - They will have to watch their mouths to not curse themselves. This can open a door to the enemy.

2. They must take strong authority against any demons that will try to return and stand in faith against them with the armor of God on.
   - It will take repentance to maintain deliverance. Examples: Need to burn porn or occult materials and cleanse out home, flush drugs down toilet, dump alcohol down drain, no sex outside of marriage, and stop allowing anything in their lives Jesus would not do.
   - Must be willing to fully turn from the sins of the past.

3. Deliverance is not a one time easy fix. It takes commitment to be disciplined and learn to walk in freedom.
   - They will need to have the Discipleship Follow-up Sheet to walk out their deliverance and maintain it.

Areas to check before entering too much deliverance:
   - Forgiveness - make sure there is not unforgiveness in their lives or deliverance will not take place.
   - Are they willing to lose all satanic power - the ability to see in the spirit realm (demonic link), use witchcraft to protect themselves, or any other satanic power of any kind?
   - Make sure and go after prince (ruling spirit) over the family and those within the individual. These will be strongmen - others under their authority will go easily after that.
   - Don’t have more than one person commanding demons and bring confusion and delay a deliverance. Let one be in charge and others simply agree with their commands. In a perfect situation (which is very rare indeed) I recommend three deliverance workers be present during a deliverance. Within that group of deliverance workers, there should be both male and female present. Also, there needs to be a great deal of unity and discernment from those that are there to assist, and a person of great faith and anointing leading the session.
   - Once a command is issued, it is complete - stand in faith
   - Check for a passive mind: signs can be….are they suicidal, struggle with depression, disassociate, blank out their minds, or have been involved with meditation?

A deliverance session

If possible talk to the person to learn for the deliverance what they have been involved with. Need to pray and stand on the promise that all who call on the name of the Lord will be saved (healed, delivered, protected, and provided for, Acts 2:21). We use a questionnaire for them to fill out. Ask the person to tell you about their lives in detail to find the gates of hell that have been opened. Make sure and write down the gates of hell as you find them out and make a list. (Take a look at inheritance, occult or false god involvement, any sexual activity outside of marriage, or any type of substance abuse that has brought addictions or bondage). These are major inroads for demons to enter inside people.

Canceling Legal Ground

Confession, renouncing, and repentance

- Have the person make a list of personal sins and sins of ancestors that are known. These are possible gates of hell to be closed. Begin by having them confess these and then kick out every demon that came in because of these openings.
• If they have been deeply involved in the occult, they will have familiars. They will need to write down all the names of demons that they know personally that live in them. The list could be enormous, even 50 or more demons. They will need to kick each one out by name.

• **If necessary refer now to the list of possible sins** and have them confess those as well. **Also in a general sense** they will need to confess the sins, transgressions, or iniquity of their ancestors.

• **Now true repentance:** Committing to totally turn away from these things and throw away anything sinful in their lives.

• **If necessary one can look over sheet of listed sins that bring a curse** and pray over that area as well. Then take authority to break any curses on their lives and ask God to remove any that are directly from him. It is important to spend time with this and not rush it because this is how demonic spirits have legal right to the person.

• **Renouncing:** any occult involvement, false god worship, idolatry, any dedications, pacts, oaths, or pledges to satan or his kingdom, sexual immorality, violence, or shedding innocent blood. At some point they will need to renounce every involvement with satan at all. This will include communicating with demons, any occult involvement, or any involvement with false gods or idolatry (most of this is covered in the list of various sins). This can be at different times in the deliverance.

• **Pledging and dedication:** pledge out loud one’s life, family, and descendants to be Jesus’ property only. At various times demons can be commanded to leave based on what the Holy Spirit is directing.

### Destroying the works of satan

1. **Generational**
   - Curses broken
   - Dedications to satan broke: then death and destruction curses
   - Oaths, pledges, prayers to idols or false god connection destroyed
   - Witchcraft curses, rituals, sacrifices participated in or affecting the individual, any blood contracts, incantations performed, or any occult activity.
   - Destroy any mind control

2. **Past Sins**
   - Soul ties and sexual bondages
   - Addiction to drugs, alcohol, tobacco, or any substance
   - Death: suicidal or self mutilation

3. **Destroying the power of satan over their lives:**
   - Health problems- spirits of death, sickness, or disease
   - Financial problems
   - Mental illness: strongholds in the mind
   - Spiritual problems
   - Relationship problems in marriage, family, or in general

4. **Expelling Demons:** Go by categories rather than trying to discern every demon. Coach the individual by having them cancel legal ground, take authority over the works of satan to destroy them, and drive out the demons themselves in the name of Jesus (if this is possible). This will help teach them to fight for themselves. They will need to know how to fight after they leave the session and are back on their own.

**If someone has been deeply involved in satanism, taking authority by categories will be VERY helpful. Here are some categories:**

• **Deal with satan's access**- strongman’s name- **son of satan spirit** (gives access for satan to control, have sex with, or enter the individual).

• **Delivering the spirit** (conscience- knowing right from wrong, intuition- communing with God, worship)- strongman will almost always be their spirit guide.

• **Delivering the soul** (mind, will, emotions, memory, and imagination)- strongman will be a power spirit.

• **Delivering the body** (brain, body organs, five senses, sexual area which makes them open to spiritual sex with spirits)- strongman will usually be a spirit of death or infirmity. These demons are there to kill the person if they ever try to leave serving satan. It is important to deal with them as soon as possible.

**Other areas to check before leaving the session**
• Demonic link between spirit and soul must be broken
• All negative words spoken over them broken and canceled
• Anointing marks on body
• Curse pins, implants, anything swallowed in a ritual
• Specific rituals or sacrifices participated in
• Laying on of hands or “Christian” experiences that where not of God
• Destroying pride, rebellion, or fear
• Ask the Lord to cleanse the soul (conscious, subconscious, and unconscious)
• Take off any occult jewelry and make sure they realize they must turn away from all sin and get rid of all things that could allow the enemy to come back.
• Passive mind- they may go unconscious a lot. They must learn to control their minds, emotions, and overall soul! This may take coaching, but help them learn this! If they leave and blank out their minds, demons will come right back in.

Replacing the works of satan with that of the Lord

This is so vital. We cannot leave a vacuum for enemy to fill!

• Deep confession or repentance of anything else needed
• Take Communion
• Water Baptize
• Anoint with oil
• Speak blessings
• Pray for infilling and baptism in Holy Spirit
• Pray for impartation
• Command the promise of seven-fold return of all satan has stolen. Proverbs 6:31 and pray for emotional, physical, and mental healing.

Discipleship and follow-up after a deliverance

Please feel free to make a copy of this to send with people after you have had a deliverance session. This is a tremendous help for people to use as a guide of what to do after they are delivered.

It will take some time to learn to walk in your freedom. It can take up to a year to get fully stable. Here are some things that can help.

1. Take a strong stand in authority over any demons, temptations, feelings from demons, thoughts of demons, or symptoms that try to return in the name of Jesus! Do not receive it! You can say, “In Jesus’ name I command you demons to go! It is written, ’submit to God, resist the devil, and he will flee.’” or “In Jesus’ name I do not receive this ______ that I have been delivered from and command the spirits trying to bring it back to stop and go now! For it is written, ’submit to God, resist the devil and he will flee!’”
2. Put on the armor of God daily, anoint home and yourself with oil when needed (to set yourself apart holy for Christ’s service), speak blessings over your home, land, vehicles, and family on a regular basis, and fully cleanse and seal off your property.
3. Start faithfully attending a powerful on fire church and make sure to get water baptized.
4. Pray every morning and night.
5. Begin to read the word of God and memorize scripture (some listed here to memorize).
6. Take communion on a regular basis- daily is fine. I recommend daily for a while, at least until you are stable.
7. Fill your life with the holy things of God like worship music, sermons, church activity, prayer, and Bible on tape. Get rid of the old junk of the world (ungodly t.v. shows, movies, worldly music, etc...).
8. Get rid of anything in your life that Jesus would not have quickly (flush drugs down the toilet, dump alcohol down the drain, and burn porn or witchcraft materials, etc...).
9. Renew your soul (mind)- dismiss thoughts that are impure and think on holy things. Control your emotions to not lose your temper or have emotional ups and downs. Make godly decisions and stick to them. Remember the good of your past and don’t meditate on the negative. Imagine God’s favor and blessings in your future, not things that are fearful or negative.
10. Be humble and submissive to Christian leadership as they teach you or correct you. Be faithful in your church attendance and get actively involved in a church in revival.
11. If you sin be quick to ask forgiveness and turn away from it - don’t let that separate you from God or his people. Stay in church.
12. Discipline your mouth to be holy and quit using profanity or talking perverted.
13. Have others praying for you.
14. Sometimes it can take quite some time to get stable after your deliverance. As I have said, it can take up to a year some times to fully get stable. Be patient and do these things consistently I have listed above and: live holy, obey the Bible, keep a strong prayer life and consistent Bible reading, and don’t go by how you feel! You may feel saved and delivered one day, but not the next. Don’t go by feelings. Go by faith.
15. Read and study these two books: *Tabernacle, Keys to Revival* and *Finding your Purpose in the End Time Revival* by Scott and Sandy Boyd.